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We obtain sufficient conditions for a “holomorphic” semigroup of unbounded 
operators to possess a boundary group of bounded operators. The theorem is 
applied to generalize to unbounded operators results of Kantorovitz about the 
similarity of certain perturbations. Our theory includes a result of Fisher on the 
Riemann-Liouville semigroup in Lp(O, co) 1 < p < co. In this particular case 
we give also an alternative approach, where the boundary group is obtained as the 
limit of groups in the weak operator topology. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Kalisch [7] and Fisher [4] proved the existence of boundary values for the 
Riemann-Liouville semigroup {lc}iGc+ acting in LP(O, l), 1 < p < co, where 
for ffzLP(O, l), 5 E Cf, 
1 
Iif = ro ,,’ (x - t)c-lf(t) dt; s 
that is, for each 77 E R and f~P’(0, l), lim,,,+ Ig+ivf = Pf exists in LP(O, I), 
and {liq},6R is a strongly continuous group of bounded linear operators on 
Lp(O, 1) such that 
IcIili” = Iin = /<+-in 
, for all 5 E C+, 77 E R. (1.1) 
(The case p = 2 was first proved by Kober; cf. [5, p. 6651.) The results in [4] 
are particularly interesting in light of the theory of semi-groups of unbounded 
operators developed in [6], for they establish the existence of a boundary group 
for the Riemann-Liouville integral acting in Lp(O, co), where the operators IC 
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are unbounded. Thus there exists a strongly continuous group {Iz~ij,,~~ of 
bounded linear operators on L”(O, co) such that (1.1) holds, in the sense of 
unbounded operators. 
Reference [4] therefore suggests a more general theory of “unbounded 
holomorphic semi-groups,” especially with respect to the existence of boundary 
values. In section 2 of this paper, such a theory is developed: first, the concept 
of regular semi-group (cf. [9, Definition 2.11) is modified to an unbounded 
setting, and in Theorem 2.2 conditions sufficient for the existence of a boundary 
group are given. The result is, basically, that regular semi-groups of unbounded 
operators (Definition 2.1) possess boundary groups. 
Although of interest in its own right, our main objective in extending the 
boundary value theory to holomorphic semi-groups of unbounded operators 
is the application to problems concerning similarity of certain perturbations 
in Lp(O, co). Kantorovitz [S] has proved that in the abstract case of certain 
pairs of bounded operators satisfying the commutation relation [M, J] = AJ”, 
where A is a bounded operator commuting with both M and J, T, = M + aAJ 
andT,=M+PAJaresimilarifRea:=RePandonlyifIReol/=jReP/,for 
01, p E C. The motivating example is the case where MJ(x) = xJ(x) and Jf(x) =: 
jzf(t) dt onLP(O, 1) ( in which case the similarity holds if and only if Re 01= Re J3). 
In [9] Kantorovitz and Pei extended the above theory to the case where M is 
unbounded, and J is bounded (for example, if M is the multiplication operator 
inLP(0, co), and J the “weighted Volterra operator” W defined by 
Wf(x) = Iox et-“f(t) dt. 
It is natural to ask whether some such similarity result holds when both M and J 
are allowed to be unbounded operators; this situation occurs, for example, 
when M and J are the multiplication and Volterra operators, respectively, 
acting in Lp(O, 00). 
A crucial element in the proofs in both the bounded and “semi-bounded” 
case is the assumption that the operator J may be embedded in a holomorphic 
semi-group of bounded operators possessing a boundary group on the imaginary. 
axis. Indeed, the similarity of the perturbations T, and T, is implemented by 
appropriate operators belonging to the boundary group. 
Similarity results for perturbations of certain pairs M and J of unbounded 
operators are obtained in section 3. In effect, we prove that if $2 is a closed 
operator and if J = J(l), where {J(l)} zEc+ is a regular semi-group of unbounded 
operators, and M and J satisfy certain technical conditions, then T, is similar 
to T, if Re 01 = Re fi and D(M) C D(J) (see Theorems 3.3 and 3.4). 
A considerable portion of this paper is devoted to applications (Section 4). 
For instance, iffELP(O, a), 1 <p < CO, Mj(x) = xf(x), Jf(x) = Jzf(t) dt, 
and M and J have maximal domains in Lp(O, co), then an application of Theo- 
rems 3.3 and 3.4 yields 
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THEOREM 4.10. If OL, jl E C and Re 01 = Rep, then M + aJ is similar to 
M + PJ. Moreover, the similarity is implemented by r Im+fi), where {Ji”}aER is 
the boundary group provided by Theorem 2.2. 
Analogous results are obtained for the Volterra operator (Theorem 4.6). 
Also, in the course of applying our results to the examples in Section 4, we 
give a new proof that the Riemann-Liouville semi-group acting in Lp(O, N), 
N > 0, 1 < p < co, possesses a boundary group (see Theorem 4.4 and 
following remark). 
In Section 5 we present an alternate approach to the boundary value problem 
in the case of the Riemann-Liouville semi-group on Lp(O, KI). We utilize many 
of the results of Section 4 to construct (without appealing to Theorem 2.2) the 
boundary group {Pv}~~~ as a limit of groups { @n}nsR (as E -+ 0+) in the weak 
operator topol0gy.l 
We shall use standard notation (for example, cf. [5]), except that I1 will 
denote the Volterra operator, and 1 the identity operator. 
2. REGULAR SEMI-GROUPS OF UNBOUNDED OPERATORS 
Let S be a Banach space, and {PN}NEz+ a family of projections on X such that 
(i) ;’ P,,, 11 < M, where M is a constant independent of N E Zf, and 
(ii) 1 PNx - x /I -0 as N-t co, for each XEX. 
(We point out that an arbitrary directed set could serve as the index set in this 
development.) For each NE Z+, let {J,,,(<))IGc+ be a regular semi-group of 
bounded linear operators on the Banach space PNX (cf. [9, Definition 2.11); 
let (J(J?J>~~~~ be a one-parameter family of (possibly unbounded) linear operators 
in X such that for each < E C+, 
Domain (J(Q) = {x E X ~ l& JN(<)x exists in X>, 
and for each x E O(J([)), J({)x = lim,,, JN(()x. (For x E X, J,v(<)x is to be 
interpreted as J,,,(c) P,,,x.) In the terminology of Trotter [13], {PNX}NEZ+ is a 
sequence of Banach spaces approximating X, and for each 5 E Cf, J(iJ is the 
limit of the sequence of operators (J,,,(<)},vEz+ . We shall refer to (J,v(<)}s,c+ , 
N E Z’, as an approximating sequence of semi-groups. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A one-parameter family {J(<)}cEc+ of densely-defined 
linear operators in X with an approximating sequence of regular semi-groups 
(J,..,(l;)jiE, , N E ZI, is said to be a regular semi-group of operators if the following 
hold: 
1 Using different methods, M. J. Fisher, “Purely Imaginary Powers of Certain Differen- 
tial Operators, I,” Amer. J. 1Math. 93 (1971), 452-478; has obtained the boundary group 
in Theorem 5.1 as a limit in the strong operator topology. 
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(9 if iJN(irl>LR is the strongly continuous group of boundary values for 
{JN([))rEc+ , then there exist constants K and V, independent of NE Z+, such 
that 
11 JN(i7)ll < Kevl~l, 7 E R, NE Z+; (2.1.1) 
(ii) if 
I 
JsJtx zzz Js+tX, s, t > 0, 
i I7 = x E n O(J(a) J(b)) Jtx strongly continuous, t > 0, , (2.1.2) 
I 
%BEC+ Jpx + x as t - O+, 1 
then D is dense in X. 
Note. If the operators J(l) are bounded on X, then our definition of 
regularity is easily seen to coincide with Definition 2.1 of [9]. We wish to 
emphasize that the latter definition of regularity includes the following condition: 
if yN(s) is the Norland function of {JN({)>iec+ , and (aa,,,, , ~li,~) is the largest 
interval such that the equation yN(s) = n/2ol has a (necessarily unique) solution 
s, = ~~,,,(a) when 0 .< CC,,,, < a! < 01i,~ < co, then CL~,~ > 1. 
In light of the fact that regular semi-groups of bounded linear operators 
possess boundary values on the imaginary axis, the following result provides 
some justification for the terminology of Definition 2.1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let {J(i)},,,+ be a regular semi-group of unbounded linear 
operators in X. Then there exists a strongly continuous group of bounded linear 
operators (J(iT)},,, on X such that 
(i) J(iv)x = lim,,, J,,(iT)x, all x E X, 7 E R; 
(ii) 11 J(iq)/l < Kevi~l, where K and v are the constants in (2.1.1); 
(iii) J(i7) J(a) = J(d + in), as unbounded operators in X, for each 01 > 0, 
TIER; 
(iv) ;f 
j 
JSJP = JF+tx, 
D = x E n D(J(s) J(t)) JFz strongly continuous, t > 0, , 
s,t>a Jp ---f x as t + O+, 1 
(2.2.1) 
then for each x E D, 7 E R, 
J(i7)x = j$ J(t + 6)x. (2.2.2) 
Proof. If x E D, then for each 01 > 0, J(a)x E D. Thus &,a J(T(o~)D is dense 
inX,forifxEBthen J(ol)x-xasa:--+O+.Nowfixx~~,ai>Oand~~R. 
Then 
II Jd$ J(4x - J@ + 9~ II 
< II JN(4> J(+ - Jdiv) JNW II + II Jda + $x - J@ + id” ‘1 (2.2.3) 
-0 as N+ co, 
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since 11 JN(i7)[i < KeVinI, and x E D. Since &,, J(a)D is dense in X, it follows 
from (2.2.3) that lim,,, JN( 7) a x exists for each x E X, and defines a bounded 
linear operator which we shall denote by J(i7). Moreover, /j J(i)\] < KeVlOl, 
and so (i) and (ii) are proved. 
In order to show that (J(i7)}VeR is a strongly continuous group of operators 
on -Y, fix 7, y E R. For each NE Z’, JN(i7) &(ir) = JN(z’(7 f y)), SO for x E X, 
Therefore J(i7) J(@)x = I(;(7 + y))x. S ince 7, y and x were chosen arbitrarily, 
and J(0) = 1, the identity operator on X, it follows that {J(i7)jncR is a group 
of bounded operators on X. 
Now for each NE Z+, +,V : 7 ---f JN(i7), 7 3 0, is strongly continuous, so in 
particular it is strongly measurable. Since the strong limit of a sequence of 
strongly measurable functions is strongly measurable (cf. [5, Theorem 3.5.4]), 
4: 7 - J(z’7), 7 > 0, is strongly measurable. By Theorem 10.2.3 of [5], 4 is 
strongly continuous. For 0 < 7 < I, 11 J(i7)ll < B, for some constant B > 0. 
Because J(+) maps onto X for each y E R, it follows that J(i7)x + x as 7 + 0+, 
for each x E X (similarly for 7 - O-), and so {J(i7)}nGR is a strongly continuous 
group. 
Now suppose x E D(J(a)), with 01 > 0. Then for 7 E R, 
so that x E D(J(or + i7)), and J(a + i7)~ = J(i7)J(a)x. Thus 
J(h) J(4 = J(a + 413 a > 0, vj E R. (2.2.4) 
Replacing 01 by 01 - i7, and applying J(-~7) to both sides of (2.2.4), we obtain 
(iii); (iv) follows immediately, for the operators J(i7) are continuous. 
As an immediate consequence of (iii) we have 
COROLLARY 2.3. 0(](a)) = D(J(Re oi)), ol E C+. 
Remark. We see from the above corollary that D = D, so that by (iv) of 
Theorem 2.2 the bounded operator J(i7) is uniquely determined by the values 
of lim$,,+ J(s + iq)x for x E D. 
The following proof is a generalization of the argument in [6, Theorem 4.41. 
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COROLLARY 2.4. For 01, /3 E C+, with 0 < Re ol < Re ,6, 
~(Jov c D(J(4). 
Proof. Suppose x E D( J(p)). Fix N, ME Z+ and define, for 5 E C+, 
@N,M(~) = expW”)(J&)~ - JM(&>~ 
where v is the constant in (2.1.1). This X-valued function is strongly continuous 
for 0 < Re 5 < Re ,8, and holomorphic for 0 < Re 5 < Re /I. Set /I,, = Re /I, 
and let Z; = 5 + iq, where 0 < t < &, . Then 
Thus 
II @N.M(5)ll G K exp(52 + N JN@% II + II Jdt)x II), 
so 11 @N,M(t)JI is bounded in the strip 0 < [ < /Ia . By the three lines theorem 
(cf. [2, Theorem VI.10.3]), we see that if d E C with 0 < Re 01 < Re J3 and 
0 < r < 1, then (using Corollary 2.3) 
II @N,M(~)I/ ,<K exp(4P02 + $1) I! PNx - f’.+ II’ II J,&)x - Jdk& !Il-’ 
-+O as N.M+ co. 
Therefore {JN(a)x},,Z+ is a Cauchy sequence in X, so that x E D( J(d)). 
A suitable modification of the proof of Theorem 6 in [4] yields 
COROLLARY 2.5. The spectral radius of J(i7) satisfies y( J(iy)) < e”l”, and 
u(J(iy)) C (A E C / e&q1 < j X 1 < evlnl}. 
3. SIMILARITY 
Let J = J(l), where {J(c)),,,+ is a regular semi-group of unbounded operators 
in X, with approximating semi-groups { JN(Q}isC+ , NE Z+; set JN = JN(l). 
Let M be a closed operator in X with domain D(M), and suppose that for each 
NE Z+ the following hold: 
(i) A is a non-zero bounded operator on X commuting with 
M and JN ; 
(ii) JN(s + it) D(M) C D(M) for s + it in some rectangle (3.0.1) 
0 < s < a, 1 t I ,( a (a may depend on N); 
(iii) JN is M-Volterra with respect to A (cf. [9, Definition 1.11). 
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We now define, for LY E C, 
T, = M+ aA], 
with domain D(T,) = D(M) n D(J) (except, of course, when (Y = 0). For 
each NE Z+, let 
T a,N =M+aAJN, 
with domain D(M). TaSN is a closed operator in X, and it is easy to check that 
despite the change in the standing hypotheses in [9, p. 11831 (we assume that 
{JN(c)}rec+ is of class (C,) on PNX, rather than on X), Theorem 2.5 of [9] 
remains valid. We omit the proof of the following; it is exactly as in [9].2 
THEOREM 3.1. The following equivalent identities are valid for all 5 E c+, 
and for each NE Z+: 
(9 [Jd5), Ml C UJd5 + I), 
(ii> JN(S)MC TLNJN(& 
(iii) JN(l)T-c,N C MJdS). 
Remark. We obtain from Theorem 3.1 that 
JNh)M = (M + dJN) JNh)? on D(M), (3.1.1) 
but M and M + iyAJ, are not similar, for JN(iq) is not invertible (as an operator 
on X). 
We shall need the following simple result: 
LEMMA 3.2. A commutes with J(l), for each 5 E c+. 
Proof. Since A commutes with JN for each NE Z+, it follows as in [9, 
Lemma 2.31 that A commutes with J,(c) for all 5 E C+. Now if x E D(J(<)) 
(=X if Re 5 = 0), then AJ(c)x = lim,,, AJN(Qx = lim,,, JN(IJ Ax, so 
Ax E WK)) and AJ(S)x = N) Ax. 
THEOREM 3.3. For 7 E R, 
Jh) MA--id 1 TG, . 
In particular, if D(M) C D(J), then M and Ti, are similar, with ](iq) implementing 
the similarity. 
Proof. Fix 7 E R, and let x E D(Tiq). Then by (3.1.1), 
JN(iq) Mx = Mj,&j)X + i7AJN(1 + i7)X. 
2 A small gap in the proof of Theorem 2.5 of [9] # is filled in a forthcoming paper by 
the authors, tentatively titled “Unbounded Derivations and Similarity of Closed 
Operators.” 
58o/a9/2-9 
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But J,,(iq) Mx - J(i7) Mx and JN(l + iq)x ---f J(1 + iq)x, since x E D(j) = 
D(J(1 + in)) (Corollary 2.3). Thus MJN(i7)x -+ J(i7) Mx - $AJ(l + iv)x. 
Since JN(i~)x + J(i~)x, and M is closed, we have that J(iv)x E D(M) and 
J(i7) Mx = MJ(i7)x + i7A]( 1 + i7)x 
= MJ(i7)x + i7AJ(i7)Jx. 
By Lemma 3.2, J(i7)(M - i7Aj)x = MJ(i7)q so 
(M - i7AJ)x = J(-i7) Mj(i7)x. 
Replacing 7 by -7, we obtain the desired result; the last statement is clear. 
THEOREM 3.4. If a, /3 E C\(O), and R e 01 = Re fi, then T, is similar to T, . 
In particular, 
J(iIm(a - j?))T, = TJ(-iIm(cu - 8)). (3.4.1) 
Proof. We will first show that for each 7 E R, and x E D(M) n D(J), 
AJ . J(i7)x = Aj(1 + i7)x. (3.4.2) 
Indeed, by Theorem 3.3 J(i7) Mj(-i7)x = (M + i7AJ)x for x E D(M) n 
D(J)( =D( Tin)). Thus 
l(i7) Mx = (M + i+J) J(i+ 
= MJ(idx + i7A-l . J(idx. (3.4.3) 
On the other hand, 
l(i7) Mx = MJ(+ + irlAJ(i7) Jx, (3.4.4) 
and (3.4.2) now follows from (3.4.3) and (3.4.4). 
Combining (3.4.2) with Theorem 3.3 we have, on D(M) n D(J), 
J(i Im(ar - /3))(M + i Im BAJ) = (M + i Im aAJ) J(i Im(ar - p)), (3.4.5) 
and we obtain (3.4.1) by adding 
Re orJ(iIm(ol - /?)) A] = Re OlA] J(iIm(or - j?)) 
to both sides of (3.4.5). 
Note. We have not proved that J(a) J(i7) = J(i7) J(a) in this abstract 
setting, but we shall do so in certain concrete examples (see Section 4). 
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4. APPLICATIONS 
Consider the one-parameter family of operators (Zr}CEC+ , where for 
fELP(0, co), 1 < p < 00, 
w-(x) = &j oz (x - t)c-if(t) dt, 
the usual Riemann-Liouville semi-group. If ZC has domain D(Zr) = 
{f EL~(O, co) I ZC~EV(O, co)}, then Zc is a closed, densely defined linear operator 
in LP(0, co) (cf. [6, Proposition 4.11). Let M denote the multiplication operator 
Mf(x) = xf(x) acting in Lp(O, a), with domain D(M) = (f~L~(0, 00) 1 
M~ELP(O, oo)}, and for a. E C, set T, = M + aZi. We shall apply the theorems 
of the preceding sections in order to obtain similarity results, corresponding to 
those in [S, 91, for the unbounded operators T, . 
For each NE Z+, and f~L~(0, co), define 
If we set ZNcf(x) = PNZrPNf(x) (=PNZ’f(x)), then clearly 
D(Zr) = (fELP(O, Co) / jj= ZNFf exists in Lp(O, co)}. 
To apply Theorems 3.3 and 3.4, we must prove that (Zr}rEC+ is a regular 
semi-group of unbounded operators in Lp(O, co), with approximating semi- 
grow VNclcEC+ j NE Z+, and also that (3.0.1) holds, with Af(x) = -f(x) on 
LP(0, co). The verifications of (i)-(iii) in (3.0.1) are trivial, so we turn to the 
proof of the regularity of {ZE}rEc+ . 
For NE Z+, let v, be the type of {Z,,,C}rec+ . It is well known that (ZNr}cEc+ is a 
holomorphic semi-group of class (C,) on Lp(O, N), so we need only show that 
vN < cc and ‘~i,~ > 1. Kalisch [7] and Fisher [4] have proved that vN < co, 
and al,N > 1 may be proved exactly as in [9, p. 11951, since I] Ze”’ 11 < 
N”/[ 1 r(.$ + &z)] implies ~~(0 < r/2 for all t > 0. 
We remark that Fisher’s proof, which depends on a theorem of Muckenhoupt 
(cf. [I, Theorem l]), gives (2.1 .I) and also supplies the boundary group we 
obtain in Theorem 2.2; the bounds obtained in [7] are unbounded with respect 
to N. Using the Mihlin multiplier theorem (cf. [7]), we now give a new proof 
of (2.1.1) independent of the techniques used in [4]. 
We first introduce the weighted Riemann-Liouville semi-groups, which will 
be useful in our next example as well. For E > 0, [ E C+ and f~L~(0, co), 
1 -cp<co,let 
e-)(x - t)‘-‘f(t) dt. 
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LEMMA 4.1. For each E > 0 and 5 E C+, W,c is a bounded operator onLP(0, oo), 
l<p<co,andforI<p<cq 
11 W,” I/ < en1”1/2c-E max{i 5 1, 1}, 5 = E+irl. (4.1.1) 
Proof. Let 
1 
K,‘(x) = m e-erxc-l, x > 0, 
= 0, x < 0. 
and 
fd4 = f (49 x > 0, 
= 0, x < 0, 
for any function f defined a.e. on (0, co). Clearly 
and it follows that 
( WcY),, = Kc * fo > 
II W,‘/I < II K,c IILW = a cc5 < ~0 (4.1.2) 
is valid onLP(O, 00) for 1 < p < co. 
For 1 < p < co, we wish to obtain the estimate (4.1.1). For h E 9, the 
Schwartz space, denote by R the Fourier transform of h. Then 
W,tf )W = K%JA(-4> f E 9. 
We have (cf. [3, p. 121) 
K:(y) = & ca e-iv+-r+-1 & s 
= (<2 + y2)-6/2 e-ita’Ctan(Y/r)~ 
Differentiating, we obtain 
y -$ K:(y) = -i<(c” + y2)-r12 * e--iiarctan(y/d, 
so that for all y E R, 
I llcr(y)l < cfe+l/2, 
and 
5 = E + i, E > 0, 
thus (4.1 .l) now follows from the Mihlin multiplier theorem. 
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THEOREM 4.2. For each E > 0 and 1 < p < co, {W:}6cc+ is a holomorphic 
semi-group of class (Co) on Lp(O, 00). If 1 < p < co, { WEZjIEC+ is a regular semi- 
group of bounded operators on Lp(O, co) with boundary group { W2jnpR . Moreover, 
uniformly in E > 0, 
/I W: /j < enl~llz, rl E R. (4.2.1) 
Proof. For 1 < p < cc and fixed E > 0, the semi-group property follows 
in the usual manner from Fubini’s theorem, and the (C,) property may be 
proved by noting that &Kc’, for [ > 0, is an approximate identity in Ll(R). 
Next, we show that W,c is a strongly continuous function of 5 E C+. Indeed, 
for 5, w E C+, N > 0 and f eLP(O, co), 
+ 1: e-%peP / rt-, Jo’ (x - t)c-l eE(t-z)P’ &/2f(t) dt1’ dx 
+ jf .pp~P 1 & Jo: (x - t)w-1 ec(t-x)P @/*f(t) dt 1’ dx, 
where It is the usual Riemann-Liouville operator. Now set E = {f measurable 
on (0, co) 1 eftj2f (t) E Lp(O, co)). If f E E, then by (4.1.2) 
+ F(<, W) e-Ncp12 I! ect’“f /lp, 
where 
F(i, w) = [+a- ;i-j-’ I r(4 ( E j-1’ I r(,)l 2 
and 6 = Re 5, 0 = Re W. For 5 E C+ fixed, and w belonging to some closed 
disc centered at 5 and lying in 0, F(i,‘, W) < M for some constant M > 0. 
Thus given S > 0, F(<, W) e-NeP/2 11 efti2f IIP < Sp for a suitable N > 0. For 
this N, we apply the strong continuity of (Ii-} in Lp(O, N) to obtain 
Since E is dense in Lp(O, co) and // We6 #/ is bounded on compact subsets of C+, 
the strong continuity of (W~S}I.C+ is proved. The fact that { W,c} is holomorphic 
in C+- now follows in a straightforward manner from Morera’s theorem. 
If 1 < p < co, then Lemma 4.1 gives (with Q = {[ + i7 E C ( 0 < 5 < 1, 
I rl I G lb 
sup 1~ Wet ,I < 2112 enl2 max(c-l, 1). 
0 
(4.2.2) 
580/29/z-10 
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By [5, Theorem 17.9.11, it follows that {W r} E rEc+ possesses a strongly continuous 
boundary group ( W2jlloR, given by W,i” = lim(+,,+ W’+i”, in the strong operator 
topology. For eachfELP(O, oo), it follows from Lemfma 4.1 that 
II Jy!o < en’n”2 llfll, for Irll<l, 
and a standard argument yields (4.2.1). According to [9, Definition 2.11, we 
must also show that tir > 1. But (4.2.2) implies that y(f) < n/2, from which 
we conclude that q, > 1. 
By applying (4.1.2) (with 5 = 5 > 0) and (4.2.1), we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 4.3. For all E > 0, and 5 E C+ (5 = f + iT>, 
11 W,cj/ < c-cen1111/2. 
Proof. Apply (4.1.2) with 5 = 5 and (4.2.1). 
(4.3.1) 
THEOREM 4.4. For each NE Z+, and 7 E R, 
(1 <P -==I a>, (4.4.1) 
where {I$},,ER is the boundary group of {I&&+ . 
Proof. Fix NE Z+, E > 0, and let If,N, 5 E 0, denote PN W,cP, . Then 
Ii,N is a bounded linear operator on Lp(O, N), and since II &,, IjL~(O,N) < 
II w,’ IIL%.m) 3 one sees that (Ij,N}rEc+ is a regular semi-group on Lp(O, N). If 
K;N;V)nER is the boundary group, then by Theorem 4.2, 
11 I”;yN 11 = jig 11 I:?$11 < j$ /I W:+iri /j = 11 WF jj < en1n1i2, (4.4.2) 
for each 7 E R. 
In order to verify (4.4.1), we will show that 12 = lim,,,+ I:&, in the strong 
operator topology; in light of (4.4.2), it suffices to prove this for elements 
belonging to a dense subset of Lp(O, N). 
First, note that I,,$ = lim,,,+ 1,’ N 
li,N f (X) + 1Jj(x) pointwise a.e:, 
in the strong topology, since forf ELp(O, N), 
and the dominated convergence theorem 
applies. Now let f E Range(l,l), which is a dense subset of Lp(O, N) (cf. [9, 
Lemma 2.21). If f = 1,lg, where g EL~(O, N), and 6 > 0, then 
for E > 0 sufficiently small, and the proof is complete. 
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Remark. Observe that a slight modification of the above proof yields the 
existence of the boundary group {Iz},,ER . 
To complete the proof of the regularity of {Ioiec+, we turn to the theory of 
fractional powers of closed operators developed by Balakrishnan [l]. He proves 
that if A is a closed operator whose resolvent satisfies the property 
II WC 4 < M, for all X > 0, 
then if D(A%) = nneZ+ D(P), 
{x E D(Am) / hR(X; A)x -+ 0 as h -+ 0} C D, (4.4.3) 
where B is the set we defined in Definition 2.1. Of course, if A is the generator 
of a semi-group of class (C’s), then the set in (4.4.3) is simply equal to D(P). -- - 
In general, D(Am) = D(A) (cf. [l, Lemma 3.11). 
Now consider the integral operator I l. The resolvent set of 11 is the left 
half-plane, since I1 is the inverse of the differentiation operator D with domain 
(f~L~(0, co) if absolutely continuous on (0, co), f(0) = 0, f’ ELP). In fact, 
for Re X < 0, andfELP(O, CO), 
R(h; D)f(x) = -I eAcz+f(t) dt (= -Wy,j(x)) 
(cf. [lo, p. 1751). 
The operator ---I1 satisfies the property that C+ C p(--P), and for all 
fELP(0, co), h f c+, 
R(h; -P)f(x) = ;j(x) - +- jo’ @l+slf(t) dt 
= ; [f(x) - ; Qf(x)] - 
Thus Ij R(h; --P)j1 < 2/h, since 11(1/X) Wt,,, /j < 1. Thus ---I1 satisfies the 
requirements of Balakrishnan’s theory. Moreover, the set in (4.4.3) is equal to 
D((--P)m), since for all f~L~(0, a) /I XR(h; -1’)fII --f 0 as A -+ 0. Indeed, 
for h > 0, 
-AR@; -I’)! = (-D1) R(l/X; -D’)f ([lo, p. 1771) 
= (l/h) R(l/A; -D’)f-f 
-+O as X + 0, 
--- -- 
because -D1 generates a semi-group of class (C,,). Since D((-I1)m) = D(P) 
([l, Lemma 3.1]), and P is densely defined inLP(O, co), we have the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.5. 6 = Lp(O, a). 
Thus {Ir}rEc+ is regular; by Theorem 2.2, there exists a strongly continuous 
group of operators {lin},ieR on Lp(O, co), 1 < p < co, where Iinf = lim,,, I$f 
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for each f~L~(0, co). By Theorem 4.4, jl Iin 11 < enln!/2, for each 7 E R, and 
linla = Ia+in in Lp(O, oo), for CL > 0, 7 E R. In fact, in this case it is easy to see 
that I”Iin = Ia+in, as well. Indeed, IJf = P,FP‘,f forf 6 Lp(O, co), SO if M < N, 
then 
Therefore if ME Z+, then PMIiqf = Izf. If f E D(Ia+in), then 
and 
Ia+inf = .$i yy 
I,Pqf = P,I”P,Iinf‘ 
= I,=IJf 
= [;+ivf , Ia+inf. 
Thus Iinf E D(Ia), and I”Iinf = IoL+inf. Applying this argument to g = IFvf 
yields the desired result. 
Now by Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we have 
THEOREM 4.6. (i) For each 7 E R, 
T. c I-hMIin. zn 
(ii) If d, p E C\(O) and Re 01 = Re ,6, then T, is similar to T, (as unbounded 
operators in Lp(O, co)), with I i Imw) implementing the similarity. 
Remark. D(M) q D(P). 
Now for f cLP(O, co), 1 < p < co, E > 0 and 5 E C+, let 
JEW4 = &y lzrn e’(z-t)(t - x)c-‘f(t) dt. 
If we regard WE6 as an operator on LQ(0, co), with l/p + l/q = 1, then JE5 = 
(WC’)*, so that for each E > 0, {jcb} iaC+ is a regular semi-group of bounded 
linear operators onLP(O, CO). By taking P, to be the identity operator onLP(O, 03), 
for each E > 0, we may regard ( J,c}ieC+ as the approximating semi-groups of the 
one-parameter family of operators { J*>C,C+ , where J’ is defined by 
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with domain D(Jr) = {fcLP(O, cc) / lim,,,, JErf exists in Lp(O, co)>. In fact, 
it is easy to see that {Jr}rEc+ is a regular semi-group of unbounded linear 
operators. Indeed, (2.1.1) follows from Theorem 4.2, and C,(O, co) C D’, so (ii) 
of Definition 2.1 is trivial. Thus we may conclude the existence of a boundary 
group {J~v}~~~ , where Jill = lim,,,+ Ji in the strong operator topology. If M is 
the multiplication operator, and A the identity operator onLP(O, co), then the 
results of Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 hold. However, it is now the case that D(M) C 
O(r), which we prove in the following lemmas. First, let WC, 5 E Cf denote 
the Weyl fractional integral acting in Lp(O, co); i.e., 
WY(x) = & j--= (t - x)l-if(t) dt, 
5 
with domain D(W’) = (f~L~(0, co) / Wrf6LP(0, co)). 
LEMMA 4.7. For each n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., and f E D( W”), 
JE”f = (1 - EJ$ wnf (c > 0). (4.7.1) 
Proof. We first verify the identity for n = 1, f s D(W). We have (on (0, co)) 
J6f (x) + c(J,Wf)(x) = 6 [e’(“-t’f(t) + E eG’z-t)( Wf)(t)] dt 
=I- 
9 
d 
dt 
[eEtzet)( Wf )( t)] dt 
z 
= -ec(z-t)Wf (t)lz 
= (Wf)b). 
Proceeding by induction, suppose (4.7.1) h o Id f s or some n. Then iff 6 D( Wfi+l) C 
D( W”), Wn+f = W . W%f and 
J:+Y = J,J:f = J,(l - ~J,)“W”Y 
= (1 - l Je)I1JNnf 
= (1 - E J<)%(l - E Je) WW”f 
= (I - E J<)““Wn+f. 
LEMMA 4.8. For n E Z+, Wn = J”. 
Proof. Suppose f E D(W%), where n E Z+. Then by Lemma 4.7, J,“f = 
(1 - 6JJ” Wnf. However, if D is the differentiation operator with domain 
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{f~U(0, oo) ] f is absolutely continuous on (O,co), f’ EP(O, co)}, then if h E Cf, 
h E p(D) and forf EL?(O, co), 
R(k D)fW = Izrn &-f(t) dt = JAY(x) (cf. [lo, p. 1751). 
Thus (1 - cJ<)f = [I - ER(E; D)]f+-f in Lp as E + 0+, since D generates a 
semi-group of class (C,,). Also, I/ 1 - eJE 11 < 2, so that lim,,,+ JE”f exists, and 
is equal to Wnf. Thus W” C p. On the other hand, suppose lim,,,+ JEnf exists. 
Then since (1 - eJJ”f+f, (1 - EJJ”~E D(J”), and J”(1 - l JJ”f = JE’$ it 
follows that f E D(J”), for J” is closed. Clearly J”f = Wnf. 
LEMMA 4.9. D(M) C D(J’). 
Proof. Consider the operators K;, defined in [I l] by 
K;,af (4 = &- x” s zm (t - x)“-lt-“-“f(t) dt. 
Then K,;, is a bounded linear operator in Lp(O, co) (cf. [II, Theorem 2]), and 
J’f = KG,Mf, for f E D(M). Thus D(M) C D(Jl), as wanted. 
THEOREM 4.10. If 01, /3 E C with Re a = Re /3, then T, = M + a! J is similar 
to T, = M + /3 J. 
5. THE BOUNDARY GROUP OF {Ig}zEc+ AS A WEAK LIMIT 
In this section we give another proof of the existence of the boundary group 
V%ER ; the proof is independent of Theorem 2.2, and only uses some of the 
results of Section 4. In addition, we obtain the similarity results of Theorem 4.6. 
The notation will be the same as that in Section 4. 
THEOREM 5.1. As E --f Of, W2 converges to a bounded operator Iin on Lp(O, a))), 
in the weak operator topology (f or each 7 E R, and 1 < p < co). {Iin}71ER is a 
strongly continuous group of operators on Lp(O, co), 11 Ii- 11 < en!n1j2, and 
Ii7716 = Iffin = pin (t > 0,~ E 4 
on D(F) = {f ELP(O, a) j Ff ELP(O, co)} = D(If+in). 
Proof. Fix 77 E R and f ELP(O, co). By Theorem 4.2, // Wiyiip is bounded 
with respect to E > 0. SinceLP(O, co) is reflexive for 1 < p < CO, {W: ( E > 0) 
has weak limit points in Lp(O, co). Let g be such a limit point. 
For 5 > 0, the boundary group W? satisfies 
1 z (wzw~f)(x) = Wz+inf (x) = r(~ + in) 
I 
ef(tpz)(x - t)E+i”-‘f(t) dt. o 
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The difference between the expression on the right and It+i”f(~) has modulus 
no larger than 
1 
I w + id s 
x(1 - ec+2))(x - t)‘-l 1 f(t)1 dt 
II 
1 
G I qt + k)l E s 
r (WY - t)’ If(t)1 dt 9 0 as E -+ 0, 
0 
since 0 < 1 - ecct+ < E(X - t). Therefore, when e’ + Of through a sequence 
such that Wf?f * g weakly, 
wz, W$Jf (x) ---z If’i”.f(X). (51.1) 
On the other hand, the left side of (5.1.1) can be written as 
(x - t)c-‘Wj:f (t) dt + R,, , 
where one has 
(51.2) 
(where I/p + l/q = 1) by (4.2.1). The first term in (51.2) converges to Ieg(x) 
as E’ + 0 if 5 > l/p (this ensures that (X - t)“-’ ELQ(O, X) for each fixed x). 
Consequently, we obtain 
IEg = I*finf (?I E R, E > I/p). 
For 6 > 0 arbitrary, 1 + E > 1 > l/p, and therefore 
Il(Ifg) = Il"Eg = Il+‘+inf = ~l(~~“i”f). 
Since I1 is one-to-one on the locally integrable functions, it follows that 
Fg = Ifti”f ([ > 0, rl E R). (5.1.3) 
Suppose h EP(O, co) is also a weak limit point of {W2 1 E > O}. Taking 
6 = 1 in (5.1.3) (and the corresponding relation for h), one obtains 
Ilh z Il+inf = I’g 
and therefore h = g as elements of Lp(O, co). This proves the existence of the 
weak limit of @f as E + 0’. We denote it by Pf. Relation (5.1.3) can be written 
IF’ = Pnf (5 > 0, 71 E R), (5.1.4) 
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valid for allfEP(O, cc). It follows from Theorem 4.2 that 
I/ Iin 11 < enlnl/2 (7 E RI. 
Next, supposefE D(P) = (f~U(0, a) 1 Iy6LP(0, co)}. Then.P(ly) EL~(O, CO), 
and by (5.1.4) and Fubini’s theorem 
Hence P(Pf) = Ic+inf, as elements of LP(0, co). In particular, It+inf ELP(O, co); 
i.e., D(P) C D(lc+in). The same argument with I-‘-in and Ie+$n gives the reverse 
inclusion. This proves that D(P) = O(lc+i”), and on this domain, IcIin = 
IinIt = pin 
The group property of P can be proved as follows. For each f ELP(O, co) and 
7, T E R, we have by (5.1.4) 
and therefore I~(v+~) = IiqIiT since Ia is one-to-one. 
For each fixed f EL~(O, cc), Pf is a weakly measurable function with values 
in LP(0, cc), as the weak limit of the strongly continuous functions W:f (as 
E + O+). Since Lp(O, a) is separable, Pf is strongly measurable (cf. Corollary 2 
of Theorem 3.5.3 in [5]). D ue to the group property, it now follows from 
Theorem 10.2.3 in [5], that Iin is strongly continuous on R, for each f ELp(O, CO). 
This completes the proof. 
Next we discuss the similarity results. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 6 > 0, and let n be the jirst integer 25. Then for each 
f E D(F), Ic+inf is th e weak limit of Wf+inf as E -+ 0+ (7 E R). 
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.7, one sees easily that for each 
k = 0, 1, 2,... and each locally integrable f, 
W,lf = (I - EWJkFy, E > 0. 
Thus for f c D(F), 
< II Jqn II II 1 - cw, Ilk II Tf II 
< e+/2(1 + II <W, II)” II I”fll 
= 2k e+l/z [I Pf 11, k = 0 1, 2,... . 
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Applying the three lines theorem to the function 
in the strip n - 1 < e < n, one obtains 
for n - 1 < 5 < n andfE D(P) (CD(In-1)). In particular, Ij Wf+snfII is bounded 
with respect to E > 0, for fixed f E D(P). Let g be a weak limit point of 
{ Wi+inf ( E > 0} (with 5, 7, and f fixed as above), say g = weak Em,*,,,+ Wf+i”f. 
For each fixed x > 0, the characteristic function ~[a,~1 ELQ(O, co), hence 
I’&) = ,!\h+ f- Wztinf (t) dt. 
0 
By (5.1.1), the integrand converges pointwise to Ic+ivf, and is dominated by 
By dominated convergence, it follows that 
Ilg = I’IE+ivf, 
hence g = I’+inf, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.3. M is a “closed” operator with respect to weak sequential conver- 
gence inLp(O, 00); that is, if{fn} C D(M), fn +w f and Mfn jw g, then f E D(M) 
and Mf = g. 
Proof. For all h in the domain of M inLQ(0, co), 
lrn h(x) g(x) dx = kz srn h(x) Mf&) dx = ki Iorn Mb(x) f&x) dx 
0 0 
= j-w Mh(x)f(x) dx = srn h(x) Mf(x) dx. 
0 0 
Since D(M) in D(O, co) is dense in iY(0, co), one has in particular f f D(M) = 
{fgLP(O, co) 1 M~EL~(O, co)}, and Mf = g. 
LEMMA 5.4. [M, W,q = SW:*’ on D(M), for all 5 E f?+, E > 0. 
Proof. For Re 5 > 0, this is verified by direct computation. In particular, 
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WecD(M) C D(M) for all E > 0 and 5 E Cf. Fix f E D(M), l > 0 and 71 E R; 
for all f > 0, Wf+j’lf~ D(M), W:+inf --+ W?f as 6 -P Of, and 
M(Wf+iy) = Wi”iV(Mf) + (f + iq) wz+in+lf 
-f W?Mf f irj W$J”f as [-+O+. 
Since M is closed (with respect to the usual Banach space structure ofLP(O, co)), 
it follows that ef E D(M) and MW,inf = W:Mf + ivq”+‘f. 
THEOREM 5.5. [M, Ii”] f = $Iin+% for all f c D(M) n D(P). 
Note. D(M) n D(P) is the maximal domain on which such an identity can 
possibly hold. 
Proof. Fix f E D(M) n D(I), and 7 E R. By Lemma 5.4, 
MWFf = WznMf + in W2+lf, E > 0. (5.5.1) 
When E + O+, WFf ---tw Iiqf (Theorem 5.1), and by (5.5.1), Theorem 5.1 and 
Lemma 5.2, Mqnf’fwlinMf + i@+lf. By Lemma 5.3, it follows that 
Iii”fE D(M) and MIi”f = IinMf + $n+lf, as wanted. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let p, v E C\(O) with Rep = Rev. Then M + pZ1 is 
similar to M t VII. That is, 
(M + /dl) Ii” = Iin(M + VP) 
where 17 = Im(v - CL). 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 3.4, and we omit the details. 
Remark. The boundary group constructed in Theorem 5.1 is the same as 
that obtained in Theorem 2.2, since for I’f with f E D(P), both are equal to 
Il+inf, and Range (P) is dense in Lp(O, NJ). 
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